
 

 

 

 

WOODBURY, MIDDLE SCHOOL & HIGH SCHOOL STAFF 

Morning Location:  Shaker Middle School:  20600 Shaker Boulevard  295-4100 

Time Location Activity 

7:45-8:20 a.m. Middle School 
Cafeteria 

Optional Light Breakfast Offerings 
Mingle with fellow educators 

8:20-8:25 a.m. Middle School 
Cafeteria 

IB Academy:  Welcome 
Led by: Dr. Hutchings, MYP coordinators and administrators 

8:30-9:15 a.m. As registered in 
Sign Up Genius 

Breakout session 1 

9:20-10:05 a.m. As registered in 
Sign Up Genius 

Breakout session 2 

10:10-10:55 a.m.  As registered in 
Sign Up Genius 

Breakout session 3 

There will be an Information Table located outside of the Main Office 

 

11 a.m.-1 p.m.   
 

VISIT HEALTH FAIR IN MIDDLE SCHOOL WEST GYM 
including 

1 HOUR LUNCH ON YOUR OWN  
 

 

Time Activity 

1:00- end of 
contract day 

Content specific collaborative time in buildings 
Contact your building MYP coordinator with any questions 

 

SPECIAL AREAS: (Please attend activities above unless specifically noted below) 

Time Group Location Activity/Session 

9 a.m.- 4 p.m. PreK-12 Speech-
Language 
Pathologists,  
PreK-12 Psychologists,  
PreK-12 Occupational 
Therapists,  
&  
Special Education 
Teacher 
Representatives: 
1. E. Sweeney-WO 
2. E. Jaryga-WO 
3. S. Levine-MS 
4. J. Currie-MS 
5. J. Wilkes-HS 
6. S. Steggert-HS 

Mercer Room 21 
 

Writing Meaningful IEP’s 
See above for Health Fair/lunch information 
(light breakfast provided) 
 

10 a.m.-2 p.m. PreK-12 Nurses 
 

Middle School 
Room 29 

Job-related professional learning 
See above for Health Fair/lunch information 

1-3:45 p.m. 
 

WO, MS, HS 
Aides 

Middle School 
Room 41 

Support for Students:  Instruction and Organizational Skills 

 

SHAKER HEIGHTS CITY SCHOOLS 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY 
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IB/MYP ACADEMY  

BREAKOUT  SESSIONS 
On November 11th,  Woodbury, Middle School and High School staff will be participating in an IB/MYP 
Academy. Please use the SignUp Genius link (http://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0848a4a62eaafc1-ibmyp) 
to sign up for the sessions you wish to attend. All participants are expected to attend three sessions- one 
during each time slot. Sign up early as spots may fill up quickly in popular sessions! 

1. MYP 101: Welcome to boot camp! 
New to MYP? Old to MYP but feel you could use a refresher? This session will provide the 
basics of the MYP program for staff. Learn the general requirements of the program, the 
important terminology, and the basics behind what MYP looks like in a school.  
Facilitators: Lyndon Brooks & Molly Miles 
Room: 111 

 
2. Advanced Unit-Writing with Managebac: Making the programme work for you! 

Ready to take your unit-writing to the next level? Want to know the ins-n-outs of ManageBac 
and put it to work for you? Learn about how to input formative and summative tasks, modify 
rubrics, and unleash the potential of the program to help you craft your MYP units! 
Facilitators: Jason Bednar & Adam Cohen 
Room: 39 

 

3. Personal Project: Guiding passion with a purpose.  
This recap of the personal project covers the basics of the 10th grade experience. Following 
the brief overview of the foundations of the project and examples, a discussion will follow to 
plan the scaffolding of the experience throughout the continuum. The intended audience of 
this session is for Middle School Teachers and others who have not yet been introduce to the 
Personal Project.  
Facilitators: Jason Walker & Kris Walter 
Room: 112 
 

4. Interdisciplinary Units: Strengthening our content through meaningful connections- Math & 
Science 

Each year of the program is required to create an interdisciplinary unit, crafting connections 
that are relevant and enhance the meaning of curriculum across content areas. What does an 
interdisciplinary unit look like, and what connections already exist for us to explore? Come 
with ideas or build them with others at the session! Plan to leave with a proposal. We 
encourage you to sign up for this session with a teacher(s) from another department with 
whom you are interested in writing an interdisciplinary unit. 
Facilitators: Robin Hegele & Ilka Nieves 
Room: 122 
 

 

 

http://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0848a4a62eaafc1-ibmyp
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5. Interdisciplinary Units: Strengthening our content through meaningful connections- Language & 
Literature and Individuals & Societies 

Each year of the program is required to create an interdisciplinary unit, crafting connections 
that are relevant and enhance the meaning of curriculum across content areas. What does an 
interdisciplinary unit look like, and what connections already exist for us to explore? Come 
with ideas or build them with others at the session! Plan to leave with a proposal. We 
encourage you to sign up for this session with a teacher(s) from another department with 
whom you are interested in writing an interdisciplinary unit. 
Facilitators: Maureen Carroll & John Koppitch 
Room: 223 

 

6. Action: How do we inspire action through our teaching? 
In the MYP, community service is called Action, as we are tasked with inspiring our students 
to take action as a result of their learning experiences. This session will highlight the 
difference between community service and service learning, and how teaching towards the 
latter will inspire our learners to “be the change you wish to see in the world.” 
Facilitators: Deanna Clemente-Milne, Christine Farren & Todd Keitlen 
Room: 113 

 
7. Common Core Math & MYP: Is it just a coincidence that Shaker’s adopting both? 

Too many spinning plates?  They have more in common than you'd think.  There is immense 
overlap between common core and the MYP, both in philosophy and practice.  We will also 
discuss rigorous assessments that are both IB and CCSS.   
Facilitators: Miata Hunter & Jen Weisbarth 
Room: 114 

 
8. Common Core ELA (English/Language Arts) & MYP: Is it just a coincidence that Shaker’s 

adopting both? 
Too many spinning plates? They have more in common than you’d think. There is immense 
overlap between common core and the MYP, both in philosophy and practice. In this session, 
we’ll see how we can collapse some of the goals of the programs to make a solidified vision. 
There will also be time to look at common core related assessments and identifying how the 
MYP can enhance our preparation.  
Facilitators: Sarah Manary, Erin Mauch & Tana Roberts 
Room: 115 

 
9. Statement of Inquiry: What’s driving this crazy train? 

Good statements of inquiry act as the learning objective for a whole unit, providing tracks to 
the summative task of a unit. Crafting it is just the beginning, however; how can the 
statement drive our instruction and finally be assessed? This very hands-on session will help 
you craft an actual statement and match an assessment that you can use in class. 
Facilitator: Amy Santos 
Room: 123 
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10. Conceptualizing the Standards: Take those standards from drab to fab! 

The list of standards can be overwhelming and droll – how can we make them relevant, 
engaging and conceptual to match the next generation of expectations for our students? Can 
we bring the standards to life in a meaningful way by embedding rigor and relevance into our 
lessons? Come experience a Quadrant D classroom. 
Facilitator: Lynne Kulich 
Room: 124 
 

11. Understanding how to use the Global Contexts: What differences do they make? 
The MYP uses Global Contexts in planning and learning to provide relevance and meaning, 
which can lead to increased student engagement. This session will highlight the power of 
teaching content within a context and how to use the MYP Global Contexts in your unit 
planning. 
Facilitators: Val Libman & Melissa Albrecht 
Room: 125 

 
12. The Power of the Key Concepts: How can concepts add depth and breadth? 

MYP prescribes 16 Key Concepts- ideas that are timeless, universal, abstract and 
transferrable. These key concepts drive units of study across all eight subject groups. This 
session will highlight the importance of key concepts and teaching towards a conceptual 
understanding. 
Facilitators: Roy Isaacs & Andrea Bradd-Cook 
Room: 126 

 
13. Approaches to Learning Skills: What are they, and how do I develop them authentically? 

Have you ever asked your students to work in a group, then wondered why they couldn’t 
accomplish group work effectively? Through the Approaches to Learning Skills, MYP 
emphasizes the importance of teaching students the skills of a learner so that they are 
successful independent learners when they exit the program. This session will go over the 
five AtL skill clusters and strategies for incorporating AtL skills into classroom instruction. The 
audience’s thoughts on how to structure the vertical planning of the AtL skills will be critical 
to how we move forward to developing our students’ skills.  
Facilitator: Betsy Brindza 
Room: 221 

 
 

14. The Library’s Role in MYP: How can the library be used to enhance our units? 
In the MYP, the library plays a central role. This session will highlight how our school libraries 
can support your MYP units and MYP students outside of class. 
Facilitators: Laura Daberko, Mary Strouse & Debra Quarles 
Room: Library 
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15. PYP Exhibition: Where students go next 

The MYP culmination is called the Personal Project. But as PYP (Primary Years Program) 
students, all Shaker 4th graders participate in a similar experience called Exhibition. This 
session will highlight the components of Exhibition and the learning that our students have 
had in preparation for this undertaking. 
Facilitators: Kristina Hayward & Marie O’Leary-Stark 
Room: 224 

 
16. Introduction to the DP: Where can our IB learners go? 

Many of our MYP students will go on to enroll in Diploma Program courses. Come learn about 
the DP, the experiences and expectations, and how an MYP education will prepare students 
for success in the DP and beyond. 
Facilitators: Tim Mitchell & Shaunna Bonner 
Room: 225 

 
17. Learner Profile: Behavior Management as supported by the Learner Profile 

The ten attributes of the learner profile have become common vocabulary in our classrooms 
and in our halls. But how can these attributes transition from words to real meaning. This 
session will help give you ideas on how to bring the learner profile attributes to life to 
enhance your MYP units. 
Facilitators: John Dober & Robert McMahon 
Room: 38 

 
18. The Tech-Savvy Teacher: Using technology to encourage awareness of multiple perspectives 

Do you want to use technology to help connect your students to the world outside Shaker, 
but you are unsure of the options available? Do you want to encourage your students, 
through research, to consider topics from multiples perspectives, but are uncomfortable 
yourself with how technology can support your students? This session will highlight the tools 
that are available within the district for use to connect to the “outside world”. It will also help 
you learn how to enhance simple online features – like doing a Google search – to open 
student research opportunities to consider multiple perspectives. 
Facilitators: Joe Marencik & Jeremy Bishko 
Room: 33 

 
19. Restorative Justice: Building community through conversations 

How can we address behavior without it negatively impacting academics? How do we use 
learning skills, such as reflection, to enhance student ownership and voice about their lived 
experiences? Come find out how our district can marry the philosophy of both MYP and 
restorative justice to bear fruit in improving behaviors across the district.  
Facilitators: Molly Nackley & Jon Moorehead 
Room: 31 
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20. Assessment: Its place in the MYP unit planner 

We often emphasize in the MYP unit planner the importance of the summative assessment. 
But where does formative assessment – assessment FOR learning – fit in? This session will 
provide teachers with formative and summative assessment strategies to use in the 
classroom and how to connect these experiences to the statement of inquiry. Time will be 
allotted to build both formative and summative assessments that can fit into your MYP unit 
planner! 
Facilitators: Ron Grosel, Sarah Lambert & Kevin Thomas 
Room: 121 

 
21. Inquiry Questions: How to create questions that make students dive deeper? 

MYP units are framed with inquiry questions- factual, conceptual, debatable- that invite 
students and teachers to dive deeper into content. This session will help teachers develop 
quality inquiry questions that can engage students in higher order thinking in the classroom. 
Facilitators: Maggie Parks & Pat Rashid 
Room: 213 

 

22. MYP & OTES: How does the MYP help me show that I’m a skilled teacher? 
MYP and OTES share many expectations in common. This session will help participants 
explore the ways that we can use the MYP unit planners, expectations, assessments and the 
learning environment to directly translate into scoring high on the OTES rubric. 
Facilitator: Mike Griffith 
Room: 214 

 

23. Communicating IB: How to communicate the philosophy of MYP to parents. 
Have you ever been asked by parents or community members about why the district is 
pursuing MYP authorization? Have you ever heard the question, “What is different in an MYP 
classroom?” This session will help you develop your elevator speech on the value of MYP. It 
will also provide you with information about where to steer parents for additional resources 
and information. 
Facilitator: Peggy Caldwell 
Room: 215  

 


